RUSH RULES AND REGULATIONS
Rental commitments and responsibilities
Before starting the tour, The Client will be required to read and sign our activity disclaimer.
The Client is in all circumstances responsible for his/her behavior, for the vehicle and all equipment
under his/her control. Our tours are NOT a rally, nor a race – there is no speed counter nor allotted
time. Even though the guide will mark the speed, the client should still adapt their speed according
to their skill and the places they are traveling through.
Drive extremely slowly through villages, respecting the local people, their customs, the wildlife and
the beautiful terrain. All the garbage from the clients will be places in the dirt bins, if not available,
inside the buggy till the end of the tour.
Remember that you’re driving a powerful machine and that off-road riding can be a dangerous
activity.
The clients agree to obey all Cambodian laws, bylaws and regulations.
You (the client) are renting the buggy and as such, you (The Client) are solely, liable for all traffic
offenses/ fines incurred by the client for any breach of the law, except where such offenses are due
to vehicle not complying with the road traffic regulations.
During the Tour, the Client agrees to comply with all the rules imposed by Rush, and the laws and
customs of Cambodia, especially in respect health, alcohol, drugs and other matter

Damage / Misuse of the buggy
We reserve the right to charge the Client for the damage caused to any property, if in our opinion the
damage is caused by missuses, careless / recklessness or malicious intent on the part of the client.
You (The Client ) must follow all advices given by your guide at all times

Tours & Buggies
The guide will inform you, The Client, about any relevant information of the routes, instances and
any last-minute issues/trip modifications should there be any, and the type of terrain that will be
covered. Rush All Terrain reserves the right to change the course at our discretion.
The Client cannot leave the tour voluntarily without prior notice to the guide before the end of the
tour. Should he/she be required to do so by the guide or any other company representative, the
Client will be accomplished back to the departure point the shortest way. No refund will be given.
The Client acknowledges that due to the nature of activity and tour, no responsibility can be
accepted by the Company for any accident, loss or damage to a client's vehicle or other property,
whether owned, loaned or on hire to the client.
The Client Acknowledges that the Buggy specifications maybe subject to changes without notice
(include make, model and engine size

